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Life on Earth has been characterized by recurring cycles of ecologi-
cal stasis and disruption, relating biological eras to geological and
climatic transitions through the history of our planet. Due to the
increasing degree of ecological abruption caused by human influ-
ences many advocate that we now have entered the geological
era of the Anthropocene, or “the age of man.” Considering the
ongoing mass extinction and ecosystem reshuffling observed
worldwide, a better understanding of the drivers of ecological sta-
sis will be a requisite for identifying routes of intervention and
mitigation. Ecosystem stability may rely on one or a few keystone
species, and the loss of such species could potentially have detri-
mental effects. The Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) has historically
been highly abundant and is considered a keystone species in eco-
systems of the northern Atlantic Ocean. Collapses of cod stocks
have been observed on both sides of the Atlantic and reported to
have detrimental effects that include vast ecosystem reshuffling.
By whole-genome resequencing we demonstrate that stabilizing
selection maintains three extensive “supergenes” in Atlantic
cod, linking these genes to species persistence and ecological sta-
sis. Genomic inference of historic effective population sizes shows
continued declines for cod in the North Sea–Skagerrak–Kattegat
system through the past millennia, consistent with an early
onset of the marine Anthropocene through industrialization and
commercialization of fisheries throughout the medieval period.

marine j exploitation j balancing selection j inversions j genomics

As ecosystems worldwide are facing disturbance, overexploi-
tation, and environmental shifts, evidence that we have

entered the geological epoch of the Anthropocene (i.e., “the
age of man”) is compelling (1, 2). In terrestrial ecosystems early
human impacts in the form of foraging and land use is well
documented, and human expansions are closely tied to species
declines and extinctions (3–5). In marine environments record-
able impacts of human expansions are often delayed relative to
terrestrial environments, and extinctions have been less fre-
quently recorded. These observations are attributed both to the
reduced capacity of humans to access the marine environment
and to the generally higher mobility of harvested marine
species compared with their terrestrial counterparts (6).

There are, however, pitfalls in assessing human impacts on
biodiversity solely based on observed abundance or extinction
rates. It has been postulated that the potential for stasis of spe-
cies both spatially and temporally is determined by its standing
portfolio of biological diversity (7–9), theoretically tying biodiver-
sity, in terms of standing intraspecific variation, to stability (8, 9).
In the face of current environmental challenges, species where
intraspecific variation has been reduced due to human impacts
may be particularly vulnerable. Additionally, the assessment of
past ecological state, or baseline, is challenging in marine envi-
ronments compared with terrestrial ones, as access to both faunal
remains and ecological records is severely reduced. To assess the
true extent of human impact on marine species and ecosystems,

the use of proxies may thus be crucial. Genomic sciences
now allow for the characterization of demographic history and
molecular evolution at unprecedented time scales and resolu-
tions, offering opportunities to improve our understanding of the
trajectories of species and ecological assemblages.

Through the fossil record, ecological assemblages are often
observed to develop in a stepwise manner (10) despite the
broadly acknowledged potential for continuous evolution. An
advocated explanation for this paradoxical observation (i.e., “the
paradox of stasis”) is the presence of stabilizing selective forces
(8, 9) that maintain species, and thus ecological stasis, over long
timescales (11). One of the strongest traditional arguments
against such an explanatory model is that stabilizing selection is
rarely observed in nature relative to directional selection (12).
The reasoning for this argument is that a major fraction of spe-
cies in an assemblage should be stabilized by selection for such a
mechanism to be considered as a driver of stasis. However, theo-
retical and empirical work proposing that ecological assemblages
may be destabilized by the removal of a single keystone species
call this assumption into question (13–18).

The Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) is a marine fish that has
been extensively exploited for centuries. It is a keystone predator
in the ecosystems it occupies, and its persistence is closely tied to
stability of marine ecosystems across the northern Atlantic
Ocean (13–15). The Atlantic cod genome harbors a set of highly
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divergent haplotypes, caused by chromosomal inversions, that
extend several megabases (19, 20). These polymorphisms act as
biallelic “supergenes” that segregate across the species’ distribu-
tional range, on both sides of the Atlantic (21), adding an addi-
tional level of complexity to the overall genomic stratification of
the species.

Here we use whole-genome resequencing to show that stabiliz-
ing selection maintains the Atlantic cod supergenes, tying these
extensive polymorphisms to species persistence, and potentially,
to ecosystem stability. We further perform genomic inference to
access historic effective population sizes, revealing continuing
declines in the North Sea–Skagerrak–Kattegat system through
the past millennium. These declines coincide with expansion and
commercialization of North European fisheries through the past
1,000 y, starting at the intersect between the Viking period and
the medieval period. Our results support an early onset of the
marine Anthropocene in the North Sea system, with long-term
human impacts shaping species and ecosystem trajectories.

Results
Genomic Complexity of Atlantic Cod in the North Sea System. Our
study system comprised 752 specimens of Atlantic cod from 16
coastal and offshore sampling locations in the North
Sea–Skagerrak–Kattegat system (SI Appendix, Table S1). Dis-
criminant analyses on principle components with 6,683 single-
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) identified two main genetic
clusters of cod within the study area (Fig. 1A and SI Appendix,
Fig. S1). These two clusters represent the ecotypes here
denoted “coastal cod” and “offshore cod” (20, 22). Coastal cod
tend to dominate inner-coast locations and were also prevalent
in the Kattegat and €Oresund region, while offshore cod domi-
nated outer skerries and offshore locations in Skagerrak and
the North Sea (Fig. 1).

Oceanic modeling of Skagerrak and the North Sea showed
that the water column was generally more stratified in terms of
salinity at locations dominated by coastal cod than at locations
dominated by offshore cod (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). Salinity stratifi-
cation of the water column is also a characteristic of the Kattegat
and €Oresund region, which is influenced by both the low-salinity
Baltic Sea and the high-salinity Skagerrak and North Sea (23).

In both coastal and offshore cod three extensive chromo-
somal inversions (19, 20), or supergenes, provide an added level
of genomic complexity. The supergenes extend from 18.6 to
23.6 Mbp on chromosome 2, from 13.6 to 23 Mbp on chromo-
some 7, and from 0.4 to 13.4 Mbp on chromosome 12, and are
here denoted SG02, SG07, and SG12, respectively. The two
haplotypes for each supergene were denoted haplotypes I and
II, following Sodeland et al. (20), and their genotypes I/I, I/II,
and II/II.

For SG02, haplotype II was found in higher frequency in
coastal cod relative to offshore cod across locations. For this
supergene the II/II homozygote was absent in offshore cod and
only observed at low frequencies in coastal cod (Fig. 1B). For
SG07, intermediate frequencies of both haplotypes were pre-
sent within both ecotypes at all sampling locations, and approxi-
mately equal genotype distributions were found within the two
ecotypes (Fig. 1B). For this supergene, low frequencies of the I/
I homozygotes were observed in both ecotypes. For SG12,
higher frequencies of the I/I homozygote were observed in off-
shore cod relative to coastal cod, while higher frequencies of
the II/II homozygote were observed in the coastal ecotype.

Each supergene spans over a large number of linked genes.
From the gadMor2 genome assembly (24), a total of 10,866
unique annotated genes with available gene ontologies were
retrieved. Supergenes SG02, SG07, and SG12 were found to
span a total of 157, 182, and 303 of these genes, respectively.
Comparison with the remainder of the genome showed that for

supergenes SG07 and SG12, gene ontologies related to ion
channel activity were overrepresented (SI Appendix, Table S2).

Selection on Atlantic Cod Supergenes. Whole-genome resequenc-
ing of coastal cod from locations Lillesand (LIL) (n = 11) and
Risør (RIS) (n = 8), and offshore cod from location North Sea 1
(NS1) (n = 22) (Fig. 1A and SI Appendix, Table S1) yielded a total
of 1,204,973 SNPs, where 12,221 SNPs were positioned within
supergene SG02, 30,937 in SG07, and 27,916 in SG12. The rese-
quenced specimens were chosen from their respective sampling
locations based on ecotype assignment from the SNP data. All
resequenced LIL (n = 11) and RIS (n = 8) specimens were
coastal cod, while all resequenced NS1 (n = 22) specimens were
offshore cod. Their genotype frequencies for the three supergenes
were similar to the frequencies shown in the larger genotyped
panel from these three locations (SI Appendix, Table S3).

Allele-frequency spectra (AFS) were used to summarize dis-
tributions of derived alleles for SNPs within supergenes, as well
as at the genome-wide level after excluding SNPs on chromo-
somes harboring supergenes (Fig. 2). For populations in equilib-
rium the AFS is theoretically expected to have an L shape under
neutral conditions, with a high number of low-frequency–derived
alleles (25). Both within supergenes and at the genome-wide
level, a lack of low-frequency–derived SNP alleles in the AFS
was observed (Fig. 2 A–L). The coastal LIL cod displayed peaks
at intermediate frequencies of derived alleles for SNPs within
supergenes SG02 (Fig. 2A) and SG07 (Fig. 2D). This pattern
was also evident in the coastal RIS cod, but slightly shifted
toward higher frequencies of derived alleles. Peaks at intermedi-
ate frequencies in the AFS for a genetic locus is a characteristic
signature of balancing selection (26, 27), an evolutionary sce-
nario where two or more alleles for a locus are maintained due
to contributions to population fitness (28, 29). The offshore NS1
cod showed a marked excess of highly frequent derived SNP
alleles in both SG02 (Fig. 2C) and SG07 (Fig. 2F), which was
also apparent for coastal RIS cod for SG02 and SG12 (Fig. 2H).
Excess of highly frequent derived alleles is a pattern that would
result from directional selection (26, 27).

Deviations from expectations in the AFS were also evident
from the neutrality statistic Tajima’s D (25), which distinguishes
between neutrally developing genomic regions and genomic
regions affected by selective or demographic processes. For the
coastal LIL cod all three supergenes showed an elevation in Taji-
ma’s D (Fig. 3A), which was also observed for the offshore NS1
cod for SG12 (Fig. 3C). Reduced Tajima’s D was observed for
SG02 in both the coastal RIS cod (Fig. 3B) and the offshore NS1
cod (Fig. 3C) and for SG07 in the offshore NS1 cod (Fig. 3C).
While elevated Tajima’s D is indicative of balancing selection,
reduced Tajima’s D is indicative of directional selection (30, 31).

Besides intermediate allele frequencies and consequent ele-
vation of Tajima’s D, increased genetic diversity at linked sites
(26) is an expected signature of balancing selection. Here,
nucleotide diversity was particularly elevated in coastal LIL and
RIS cod in SG07 (Fig. 3 D and E), as well as for coastal LIL
cod in SG02 and SG12 (Fig. 3D).

Genomic Inference of Historic Effective Population Sizes. To infer the
historic state of species and ecosystems predating modern ecolog-
ical studies, proxies that are informative over larger temporal and
spatial scales are needed (15). Here inferences of historical effec-
tive population sizes were conducted with whole-genome rese-
quencing data by Markovian coalescent implemented in SMC++
software (32). This analysis showed declines starting ∼230 gener-
ation ago in coastal cod and 280 generations ago in offshore cod.
Distributionwide, observed generation times for Atlantic cod
range from 2 to 7 y, showing both geographic and temporal varia-
tion (33). Historic development of effective population sizes
based on this range of generation times is shown in Fig. 4 for
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both coastal and offshore cod, together with development of fish-
eries through prehistoric and historic time periods in Northern
Europe. Declines in effective population size for both coastal and
offshore cod during the past millennia were further supported by
model-based AFS diffusion approximation using Dadi software
(34), which inferred onset of declines to ∼530 generations ago
in coastal cod and 100 generations ago in offshore cod (SI
Appendix, Fig. S3 and Table S4).

Discussion
Biological diversification, in terms of standing intraspecific vari-
ation, has been postulated to determine the spatial and tempo-
ral potential of stasis both at the species and ecosystem level
(7–9). In the Atlantic cod, a keystone ecosystem species distrib-
uted across the northern Atlantic, great genomic complexity is
observed. In this species, genomic stratification between
inshore and offshore ecotypes is observed on both sides of the
Atlantic (20, 22, 35), with extensive and highly divergent

supergenes representing an additional level of complexity
across the species distribution (26).

In the highly heterogeneous North Sea–Skagerrak–Kattegat
system, the allelic frequencies at which these supergenes occur
vary greatly between sampling locations and between ecotypes
(Fig. 1), indicating variation in selective pressure. Heterogene-
ity in the selective pressure acting on these supergenes is con-
firmed by the allele frequency distributions of SNPs positioned
within the supergenes (Fig. 2), as well as in deviations in Taji-
ma’s D and nucleotide diversity (Fig. 3). On broader spatial
scales, the supergenes show distinct longitudinal clines on both
sides of the Atlantic (21, 36, 37), consistent with a role in envi-
ronmental adaptation. Combined, these results provide support
for theoretical models that postulate a stabilizing role of intra-
population diversity in species persistence (7–9, 28, 29).

Coastal and Offshore Ecotypes. In line with previous findings, two
genetically distinct ecotypes of Atlantic cod were identified
within the North Sea–Skagerrak–Kattegat study system (Fig. 1).
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While the coastal ecotype was prevalent at inner-coast loca-
tions, as well as in the Kattegat and €Oresund region, offshore
cod dominate the North Sea and Skagerrak.

Oceanic modeling showed that coastal locations are gener-
ally more heterogeneous in terms of salinity stratification com-
pared with offshore locations (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). The water
column of the Kattegat– €Oresund localities is also highly strati-
fied due to mixing of high-saline water from the North Sea with
low-saline water from the Baltic (23). While the adaptive com-
ponent of the ecotypes’ spatial distribution is likely to be com-
plex, a fitness advantage related to a stratified water column
may contribute to explain the dominance of the coastal ecotype
at both inner-coast locations and in the Kattegat– €Oresund
region (Fig. 1 A and B). It should also be noted that the severe
declines both ecotypes have suffered in recent times (38–40)
may have affected their relative frequencies within sampling
locations, introducing bias in comparisons of ecotype distribu-
tions with environmental patterns and gradients.

Presence of coastal cod at the offshore Kattegat location,
together with stable coexistence of both ecotypes, particularly at
outer-coast locations, suggests that the present denotation of
coastal and offshore cod might not represent a completely accu-
rate distinction of the two ecotypes. The ecological factors
influencing the spatial population structure both within fjords as
well as at larger geographical scales, however, remain to be fully
characterized. Based on this, we here choose to keep the current
denotation, aware that future findings may motivate alterations.

Stabilizing Supergenes. Selective processes acting on the three
supergenes SG02, SG07, and SG12 were assessed using
both SNP array and resequencing data. For supergene SG02

the II/II genotype for SG02 was absent in offshore cod from all
the 16 sampling locations (Fig. 1B), indicating a fitness advan-
tage of haplotype I in this ecotype. Directional selection acting
on this supergene was also observed from the resequencing-
derived AFS of offshore NS1 cod and coastal RIS cod (Fig. 2),
while a pattern consistent with balancing selection was observed
for coastal LIL cod. For supergene SG07, low frequencies of
the I/I homozygote were observed in both ecotypes (Fig. 1B).
For this supergene, a pattern consistent with balancing selec-
tion was observed for coastal LIL and RIS cod from the
resequencing-derived AFS (Fig. 2), while directional selection
acting on the supergene was observed for offshore NS1 cod.
For supergene SG12, higher frequencies of the II/II homozy-
gote was generally observed in coastal cod compared to off-
shore cod across the 16 sampling locations (Fig. 1B). For this
supergene, signals of selection in the resequencing-derived
AFS were less prominent, but coastal RIS cod showed some
indication of directional selection (Fig. 2).

Variation in Tajima’s D and nucleotide diversity across loca-
tions (Fig. 3) were consistent with observations from the AFS
(Fig. 2), showing a heterogeneous selective pressure acting on
the supergenes within the study area. It should be noted that
discrepancies in supergene genotype frequencies could poten-
tially influence the selective patterns detected by the analyses
conducted (e.g., deviation in AFS spectrum, nucleotide diver-
sity, and Tajima’s D). For instance, the more even distribution
of the allelic variants of the supergenes found in the genome-
sequenced individuals from LIL, is likely the cause of the stron-
ger signal of balancing selection in this population compared to
RIS (SI Appendix, Table S3).

The term “balancing selection” is used to describe various
mechanisms that may broadly be divided into two distinct selec-
tive modes in which two or more alleles contribute to popula-
tion or species fitness: Selection for heterozygote individuals
and temporally or spatially alternate selection for separate
homozygotes or alleles (26). Both modes imply a role of each
of at least two alleles in persistence of the populations or
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species in which they are maintained and may thus be consid-
ered “stabilizing” in the sense that the population or species is
prevented from developing in one particular direction (28, 29).
Variation in selective patterns observed across sampling loca-
tions (Figs. 2 and 3) show that the selective pressures acting on
the three supergenes is heterogenous within the study area,
supporting the presence of spatially and temporally alternating
selective modes in the maintenance of the supergenes. Previous
studies have shown “islands of divergence” consistent with
supergene clines on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean (36, 41,
42). These findings are also in accordance with heterogeneity in
the selective pressure acting on these supergenes across the
species range. Trans-Atlantic segregation of SG02, SG07, and
SG12 support stabilizing selection acting on the three super-
genes (26) and are in line with a role of the supergenes in
ecotype and species persistence over long time scales.

Gene ontology overrepresentation of ion channel activity
for the supergenes SG07 and SG12 suggests a link between
the supergenes and salinity variation. Cod in the North
Sea–Skagerrak–Kattegat system experience broad salinity ranges,
and besides salinity tolerance and osmosis, ion channel activity
might be related to traits such as sensory abilities or motion (43,
44). Stratification of the water column caused by mixing of water
of different salinities may also relate to other environmental vari-
ables in addition to salinity. For example, both chemical and
physical properties of the water may vary between layers of low-
saline and high-saline water, confounding correlational patterns.
Thus, correlations between supergenes and salinity gradients
should be interpreted with caution, as fitness in stratified environ-
ments is likely to be highly complex. In an experimental setting,

direct impacts on fitness in relation to both salinity and tempera-
ture has been observed for SG02 and SG07 (45). For SG07, lar-
vae homozygous for haplotype II exhibited higher fitness than
larvae homozygous for haplotype I at both intermediate and high
temperatures yet showed lower fitness at low temperatures. This
selective pattern in relation to temperature could be linked to the
genomic signatures of balancing selection that we observe for this
supergene. The clear climatic clines observed for the Atlantic cod
supergenes on both sides of the Atlantic (21, 36, 37) also support
a role in thermal adaptation.

Long-Term Pressure on Atlantic Cod in the North Sea System. The
North Sea–Skagerrak–Kattegat system was uninhabitable to
marine life during the last glacial period due to glaciation, which
also caused the sea levels to retract to as low as 120 m below pre-
sent (46). Atlantic cod in the North Sea, Skagerrak, and Kattegat
are thus colonizers that followed the retraction of ice sheets and
rising sea levels through the late Pleistocene and early Holocene.
To assess historical demographic developments of the Atlantic
cod ecotypes in this region, we here used genomic inference from
whole-genome sequencing data using two approaches, Markovian
coalescent (32) and AFS diffusion approximation (34). While
there are discrepancies between the two methods of inference in
the exact timing of events, both approaches showed continuous
declines in effective population size for both offshore and coastal
cod through the past millennium. These results are in accordance
with the well-documented expansion of North European cod
fisheries since the Viking period (47–49).

To the Scandinavian Vikings, Atlantic cod fishing was essential,
and their fisheries initialized an international trade that expanded
through the medieval period (50). Vikings spread their fishing
traditions to the British Isles, where zooarchaeological evidence
supports large increases in cod catches at the transition between
the Iron Age and the Viking Age (49). Excavated Atlantic cod
bones from sites in northern Britain show that the average size of
cod caught in the North Sea has been decreasing since the 11th
century (47), supporting the results presented herein from geno-
mic inference of historic population development (Fig. 4). Expan-
sion of fisheries in Europe since the Viking period has included
improved fishing vessels and gear, as well as a shift from limited
inshore fisheries to large-scale exploitation of offshore resources
(48). Together, these developments may provide an explanation
for the continued pressure on cod through the past thousand
years (Fig. 4). In the North Sea–Skagerrak–Kattegat system, sev-
eral studies have shown severe declines in cod through the past
century from abundance data (38–40), and phenotypic shifts and
reduced phenotypic diversity have been observed on both sides
of the Atlantic prior to cod stock collapses (51, 52). Currently,
commercial fishing fleets have the largest impact on the offshore
North Sea–Skagerrak cod (53, 54), while recreational fisheries
may constitute the greatest cause of fishing mortality for the
costal cod (54, 55).

Development of large-scale Atlantic cod fisheries in medieval
Northern Europe was a direct result of the need to feed a
steadily growing human population. These fisheries were targeted
to the North Sea system in the temperate eastern Atlantic Ocean
and is not likely to have affected cod homing to other regions. A
recent study suggests that northeastern and northwestern Atlantic
cod have not suffered marked declines in overall genomic diver-
sity during the past century (56), through which it has been
heavily exploited. However, historic and archeological data show
industrialized exploitation of North Sea cod on longer time scales
than for northern cod, and the trajectories of northern cod may
thus not be comparable to those of temperate cod studied here.
Generally, estimates from genomic inference for recent genera-
tions are considered less accurate than for more distant genera-
tions, and the declines inferred here may thus not be directly
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Fig. 4. Historic effective population sizes (Ne) were inferred from whole-
genome resequencing data by Markovian coalescent for coastal cod (Middle)
and offshore cod (Bottom) in the North Sea–Skagerrak–Kattegat system.
Inference of historic Ne for generation times in the range of 2 to 7 y is
shown (higher generation times depicted in darker shades of gray). Years
before present are given on the x axis. (Top) Prehistoric and historic time
periods in Northern Europe are indicated, with illustrations portraying the
development of fisheries in the region.
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comparable to studies focusing on changes in genetic diversity
over narrower timescales.

In the currently warming climate, there is a growing concern
that cold-adapted species such as Atlantic cod may be unable to
persist in areas of its current range. Still, the genetic component
to temperature resilience of cod, and thus the potential for adap-
tive change, remains poorly characterized. Zooarchaeological
excavations from “the Holocene warm period” (57), ∼9,000 to
6,000 y ago, show that Atlantic cod was abundant in coastal Scan-
dinavia during a time where annual mean temperatures were
generally 2 to 2.5 °C higher than present (58, 59). These findings
suggest that Atlantic cod in the North Sea–Skagerrak–Kattegat
system may be able to persist in a warming climate. A brief cool-
ing period in the 15th century has previously been linked to an
inferred bottleneck in Icelandic Atlantic cod (60). The study used
genetic diversity in a mitochondrial gene as well as a gene posi-
tioned in a supergene on LG01 to infer historic effective popula-
tion sizes. The LG01 supergene is linked to migratory behavior
in northern cod but is only marginally polymorphic within the
North Sea–Skagerrak–Kattegat system (61, 62). As reported here
and elsewhere (63), Atlantic cod supergenes are under strong
selective pressure and may be unsuited for inference of historic
stock demography. Both our genomic inference and zooarchaeo-
logical records (47) suggest that cod declines in the North
Sea–Skagerrak–Kattegat system were initiated at least half a mil-
lennium before the 15th century cooling period, supporting
exploitation rather than climate as the main driver of declines.
The Atlantic cod supergenes described herein provide a high
potential for rapid adaptation given the high number of cosegre-
gating genes they carry (64, 65). We have here shown that these
supergenes are under strong and heterogenous selective pressure,
which indicates a link to persistence through environmental fluc-
tuations (7–9, 28, 29). Adaptive evolutionary change may allow
species and populations to overcome declines through increase of
favorable genetic variants (i.e., “evolutionary rescue”) (66), and
for cod these supergenes may allow rapid adaptations necessary
to persist through the environmental challenges we are currently
facing despite the substantial long-term declines (Fig. 4).

In inference of historic effective population sizes, bias may be
introduced through evolutionary influences such as selection or
gene flow, as well inaccuracies in rates of mutation (67, 68).
While the mutation rate utilized for inferring past effective popu-
lation sizes herein is derived phylogenetically (69, 70), Markovian
coalescent algorithms interpret this as a per-generation parame-
ter. For the SMC++ software used here this effect should be
attenuated since the algorithm also utilizes linkage information
(32). Since SMC++ uses both AFS distributions and linkage
between loci to infer past effective population size, the software
is well suited for population genomic studies in comparison with
other implementations that rely on deep sequencing of fewer
individuals. Generally, a minimum of 8 individuals should be
used in population studies for estimation of the AFS and genetic
diversity derived parameters from high-density genetic markers
such as SNP data from resequencing (71, 72). Here 19 coastal
cod and 22 offshore cod were used to infer past effective popula-
tion sizes, which should provide sufficient power and precision
for the utilized approaches.

Early Onset of the Marine Anthropocene in Northern Europe?
Atlantic cod is a natural keystone predator in the ecosystems it
inhabits. In areas of its range where stock collapses have been
observed, detrimental ecosystem effects are reported (13–15).
Because other species encompassing the same ecological role
may mask the exploitation until they too suffer from depletion,
substantial time lags may occur between the onset of overfish-
ing and consequent ecological disruption.

Archeological excavations show that marine exploitation was
crucial for early settlers on the Northern European shores after

the last glacial period (59). Both marine mammals and fish
were essential diet components in the earlier phases of human
invasion, but later fish became predominant. Petroglyphs from
the same period also testify to the cultural importance of both
marine mammals and fish for early Northern Europeans. Fish-
ing gear developed through the Mesolithic period (11,500 to
6,500 y before present) included fishhooks, leisters, fish traps,
and fish nets (73). Based on archeological findings on the
Swedish west coast it has been suggested that targeted fishing
of Atlantic cod started as early as 9,000 y before present (74).

By whole-genome sequencing we here inferred the prehistoric
abundances of Atlantic cod in the North Sea–Skagerrak–Kattegat
system to be far beyond those observed today (Fig. 4). For such
abundances to be supported, both suitable habitats and prey
would need to have been proportionally available, and past stock
sizes of Atlantic cod may therefore be interpreted as a proxy for
prehistoric ecological state. The Anthropocene is characterized
by human impacts that ultimately led to biological, climatic, and
geochemical alterations, and our results indicate an early onset of
the marine Anthropocene in Northern Europe.

Materials and Methods
Study Species and Experimental Setting. Atlantic cod is a highly mobile fish
distributed in coastal and shelf habitats on both sides of the North Atlantic. It
is of high commercial value and has been subjected to substantial fisheries,
both historically and contemporary. The Atlantic cod displays several life-
history forms and exists as sedentary ecotypes that spawn inshore among
fjords and skerries, and more dispersal-prone ecotypes that spawn offshore
on banks. Partially coexisting coastal and offshore cod are observed on both
sides of the Atlantic Ocean (20, 22, 35).

Within the marine environment coastal areas and the open ocean vary in
several ecologically important aspects, such as temperature, salinity, habitat
characteristics, and food composition (75, 76). The coastal zone often consti-
tutes a highly heterogeneous seascape, scattered with skerries and islands. Rep-
resenting the ultimate distributionalmargins ofmarine organisms, coastal areas
are vital nursery habitats, feeding areas, and spawning grounds for a large
number of species. In addition to great spatial variation, the coastal seascape is
subject to substantial temporal variability both seasonally and annually. The
Atlantic cod populations that now inhabit the North Sea–Skagerrak–Kattegat
system are colonizers that followed the retraction of the Eurasian ice sheets and
consequent rise of sea levels after the last glacial period. This recolonization of
Scandinavia after the last glacial maximum has been postulated to drive
“unexpected” genetic subdivision (77). Within this experimental setting,
genetic differentiation between partially sympatric coastal and offshore cod is
well documented (20, 22).

SNP Array Data.
Samples and SNP array genotypes. Genotype data from a 10k Atlantic cod
SNP array were retrieved from 752 specimens of Atlantic cod from a total of
16 sampling locations within the North Sea–Skagerrak–Kattegat system (Fig.
1B and SI Appendix, Table S1). Except from sampling locations NS2, SK1, SK2,
and SK3, the SNP array data are previously described, as well as details of the
genotyping and SNP array (20, 78). All utilized genotype data are available
through Dryad (79). SNPs on linkage group 1 were excluded due to low varia-
tion within the study area (61). Genome-wide 8,253 SNPs gave informative
and nonambiguous genotype calls across all sampling locations. Of these
SNPs, 83 were positioned within supergene SG02, 187 were positioned within
supergene SG07, and 199 were positioned within supergene SG12 (20). Both
alleles of each of these three supergenes exist in both coastal and offshore
cod, but the supergenes do not contribute to determine the ecotype, which is
determined at the genome-wide level. When excluding chromosomes 2, 7,
and 12, 6,683 SNPs remained.
Genetic stratification. Discrimination analysis of principal component (DAPC)
was conducted with the Adegenet R package (80) to distinguish between the
coastal and inshore Atlantic cod ecotypes based on 6,683 SNPs not situated in
SG02, SG07, or SG12. In the DAPC, 600 principal components were retained
and the minimum value for the Baysian information criterion was found for
k = 2 clusters. Principal component analyses (PCA) was used to assign super-
gene genotypes to individual fish using 83 SNPs in SG02, 187 SNPs in SG07,
and 199 SNPs in SG12. PCA revealed highly elevated divergence between
three distinct clusters (k = 3; SI Appendix, Fig. S4), as previously observed (20).
This trichotomous pattern is driven by the presence of two homozygotes
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(I/I and II/II) and one heterozygote (I/II) for the two haplotypes, or alleles,
within each supergene. The nomination “haplotype I” represents the haplo-
type showing greater levels of diversity based on SNP array data (20). The util-
ity of PCA for exploring variance structures and structural polymorphisms in
genetic data has been widely appreciated (81, 82). The R software package
(83) v3.4.1 was used for this and subsequent analyses. Deviations from
Hardy–Weinberg expectations for the three supergenes were tested with the
-hardy option in the vcftools (84) software package v0.1.13.

Gene Ontology Overrepresentation. Gene models and predicted gene names
with associated gene ontologies were retrieved for a total of 10,866 unique
annotated genes within the gadMor2 assembly (24). In this assembly, super-
genes SG02, SG07, and SG12 spanned a total of 157, 182, and 303 unique
annotated genes, respectively. Overrepresented gene ontologies within the
supergenes were identified with the R base package in the R software
(83) v3.4.1.

Environmental Heterogeneity. Coastal areas and estuaries are zones of transi-
tion where ocean and land processes interact. Discharge of freshwater from
river outlets affects nutrient concentrations and primary production, as well
as the thermodynamic properties of water. Salinity stratification may thus be
a suitable proxy for environmental heterogeneity. Salinity data from six
coastal cod and six offshore cod sampling sites were retrieved from a high-
resolution coastal circulation model covering the Scandinavian estuary and
the Norwegian coast (85). The ocean model applied was the Regional Ocean
Modeling System (ROMS) (86) with a spatial resolution of 800 m. Predictions
of daily salinity values at three depths (0, 5, and 10 m below surface) over a
23-y period (1996 to 2019) were used to investigate environmental
heterogeneity.

Whole-Genome Resequencing Data.
Samples and DNA extraction. A total of 41 Atlantic cod, 11 coastal cod from
location LIL, 8 coastal cod from location RIS, and 22 offshore cod from location
NS1 were chosen for resequencing. These samples have previously been
included in analyses of the 10k SNP array data described above and elsewhere
(20, 78). All those sequenced from LIL and RIS chosen for sequencing were of
the coastal ecotype, while all sequenced specimens from NS1 were of the off-
shore ecotype. Genomic DNA was prepared for sequencing using the Truseq
Library prep kit (Illumina) at the Norwegian Sequencing Centre (Oslo, Norway)
and paired-end 150-bp sequencing was conducted with an Illumina HiSEq
2000 instrument. The sequencing data are available from the Sequence Read
Archive (SRA) database with accession PRJNA689357 (87).
Quality control and SNP detection. The Fastx software package (88) v0.0.14
was used to remove Illumina adapters and conduct quality filtering, ensuring
that at least 60 bp of each read had a quality score above 20. Reads were
aligned to the Atlantic cod reference genome gadMor2 (24) with the BWA
software package (89) v0.7.5, before the alignments were indexed and sorted
with the Samtools software package (90) v1.3.1. Variant detection was con-
ducted with the Freebayes software (91) v1.1.0. Filtering was conducted with
vcftools (84) v0.1.13. Genotypes with a quality score below 30 and read depth
below 8 were excluded, as well as SNPs with more than 50% missing data. To
avoid false positives in the highly repetitive Atlantic cod genome, SNPs show-
ing a P value below 0.001 for deviations from Hardy–Weinberg proportions
were also excluded. No filtering on minor-allele frequency or minor-allele
count was conducted. Only biallelic SNPs were kept, leaving a total of
1,204,973 SNPs. Average read depth per individual was >11 times coverage
across sites.
Allele-frequency spectra. Allele-frequency spectra were constructed by calcu-
lating derived allele frequencies within the two coastal samples LIL and RIS, as
well as in the offshore sample NS1, with the vcftools software from whole-
genome resequencing data. The northeast Arctic cod was used as an outgroup

(24) to construct unfolded spectra. Allele-frequency spectra were constructed
separately for SNPs within the three supergenes SG02 (12,221 SNPs between
18,916,000 bp and 24,000,000 bp on chromosome 2), SG07 (30,937 SNPs
between 13,641,000 bp and 22,999,792 bp on chromosome 7), and SG12
(27,916 SNPs between 676,900 bp and 13,758,590 bp on chromosome 12). For
comparison with observed allele frequencies, an AFS developing neutrally
under equilibrium expectations was estimated by xi = θ/i for i...i � n, where
n is the number of chromosomes analyzed and θ is the population scaled
mutation rate. Here, a θ of 0.005 was used. Tajima (25) showed that for low
rates of mutation (θ!0) this corresponds to the expected proportion, rather
than number, of mutations.
Diversity and neutrality statistics. Tajima’s D (25) and nucleotide diversity
(92) were calculated within sampling locations with Vcftools (84) v0.1.13 by a
sliding window approach combining SNPs into 100,000-bp bins across
each chromosome.
Historic effective population size. Historic effective population sizes of
coastal and offshore cod populations were inferred both by a diffusion
approximation approach utilizing the site-frequency spectrum (34) and by a
Markovian coalescent approach combining the efficiency of allele-frequency
spectrum methodology with linkage disequilibrium information (32). The
demographic inference was conducted excluding chromosomes 2, 7, and 12,
as well as runs of homozygosity longer than 1Mbp, as features such as centro-
meres and structural variants are known to bias demographic inference.
A mutation rate of 0.6�10�8, determined from Atlantic cod phylogeny (69, 70),
was used. Datasets were thinned to a minimum of 10 kbp distance between
SNPs, resulting in a total of 42,788 SNPs when excluding chromosomes 2, 7,
and 12. The distribution of interchromosomal linkage disequilibrium between
these SNPs and the three supergenes did not show deviations from expecta-
tions (SI Appendix, Fig. S5). The northeast Atlantic cod (24) was used as an out-
group for defining unfolded allele-frequency spectrums asmentioned above.

The Markovian coalescent approach estimated historic effective popula-
tion sizes without predefined demographic scenarios. The estimate option
was used by combining genealogical information from all individuals from
each population into a composite likelihood estimate.

The approximation diffusion approach implemented in the DADI python
module (34) v2.0.1 was used to compare four predefined demographic mod-
els: 1) A standard neutral model of development (snm), 2) an exponential
model of development (exp), 3) a two-epoch model of development (two_e-
poch), and 4) a three-epoch model development (three_epoch) (SI Appendix,
Fig. S4 and Supplementary Notes). An optimization function that sequentially
refined parameters (93) was used with four rounds (each with 10, 20, 30, and
40 replications), increasing maximum iterations (3, 5, 10, and 15) and decreas-
ing fold in parameter generation (3, 2, 2, and 1), resulting in 100 replications.
The model obtaining the best Akaike information criterion was deemed the
most probable model (SI Appendix, Table S4). Ancestral population size (Ne)
was calculated as Ne = θ/4 μL, where θ is the scaled population parameter as
estimated by DADI, μ is the mutation rate, and L is the sequence length. Here,
the ungapped sequence length of the gadMor2 assembly (646,375,971 bp)
wasmultiplied by a factor of 0.04 to account for SNP thinning.

Data Availability. Sequencing data have been deposited in the Sequence Read
Archive (SRA) database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra/?term=PRJNA689
357) and genotype data have been deposited in the Dryad database (DOI: 10.
5061/dryad.3bk3j9kj0).
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